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Nanofibres having a parallel line surface texture were electrospun from cellulose acetate butyrate

solutions using a solvent mixture of acetone and N,N0-dimethylacetamide. The formation mechanism

of the unusual surface feature was explored and attributed to the formation of voids on the jet surface at

the early stage of electrospinning and subsequent elongation and solidification of the voids into a line

surface structure. The fast evaporation of a highly volatile solvent, acetone, from the polymer solution

was found to play a key role in the formation of surface voids, while the high viscosity of the residual

solution after the solvent evaporation ensured the line surface to be maintained after the solidification.

Based on this principle, nanofibres having a similar surface texture were also electrospun successfully

from other polymers, such as cellulose acetate, polyvinylidene fluoride, poly(methyl methacrylate),

polystyrene and poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropene), either from the same or from different

solvent systems. Polarized Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy was used to measure the polymer

molecular orientation within nanofibres. Schwann cells were grown on both aligned and randomly

oriented nanofibre mats. The parallel line surface texture assisted in the growth of Schwann cells

especially at the early stage of cell culture regardless of the fibre orientation. In contrast, the molecular

orientation within nanofibres showed little impact on the cell growth.
Electrospinning is an effective technique to produce polymer

nanofibres.1 It involves using a strong electrical field to rapidly

stretch a polymer solution into fine filaments. The solvent

evaporation from the filaments leads to the formation of dry or

semi-dry fibres, which deposit randomly on the collector forming

a nonwoven mat in most cases. Nanofibres produced from

electrospinning have a large specific-surface-area and can be

functionalised easily through an electrospinning process. They

have emerged as exciting candidates for wide applications in

areas as diverse as tissue engineering, filtration, energy conver-

sion and storage, reinforcement, sensor and many others.1,2
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In general, electrospun nanofibres have a circular cross-section

with a smooth fibre surface. Depending on the spinneret struc-

ture, collecting mode and electrospinning condition, they can

have aligned fibrous structures,3 bicomponent cross-sectional

configurations,4 ribbon shapes5 or porous surfaces.6 Previously,

we have found that a POSS (polyhedral oligomeric silsesquiox-

ane)-containing copolymer can be electrospun into coarse fibres

with a nano-fibril secondary structure,7 which endows the fibres

with a strider leg-like surface topology and high super-

hydrophobicity with a very low contact angle hysteresis.

However, the detailed mechanism governing the formation of

such an interesting structure is still unclear, which hampers the

development of nanofibres having similar structure features.

It has been established that fibres with a rough surface are

conducive to cell adhesion as they provide more topographical

cues.8 The feasibility of using fibrous webs, especially those

containing aligned nanofibres, as scaffolds for peripheral nerve

repair has been explored recently.9 Structurally, nanofibre webs

are more comparable to the native tissue scaffolds, i.e. extracel-

lular matrices (ECMs),10 and should give better support to cell

growth,11 compared to the conventional fibres of a similar

structure. Moreover, fibre morphology has been found to play an

important role in affecting the growth and functions of nerve

cells.12 The recovery period of peripheral nerve system could be

further shortened when the scaffold has an aligned fibre
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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arrangement. Nanofibres having a secondary oriented structure

on the surface should be beneficial towards cell adhesion and

oriented growth, which has not yet been demonstrated in the

research literature.

In the recent study, we have found that nanofibres having

a parallel line surface texture can be electrospun from cellulose

acetate butyrate (CAB). By examining the solution properties

and nanofibre morphologies, we have elucidated their formation

mechanism, and based on this produced similar nanofibres

successfully from other polymers. The parallel line surface

textures provide support to the growth of nerve cells even if the

fibres are not oriented. Herein, we report on electrospinning of

these novel nanofibres and the growth performance of Schwann

cells on the nanofibre mats.

Fig. 1 shows the typical morphologies of CAB fibres electro-

spun from CAB–acetone/DMAc (2 : 1, v/v) solutions (for

experimental details, see ESI†). The CAB concentration influ-

enced both the fibre morphology and the surface feature. When

the CAB concentration was lower than 12 wt%, beaded fibres

were produced. The fibres became uniform when the CAB

concentration was higher. With an increase in the CAB

concentration, fibre diameter increased. Fibres with a smooth

surface were produced when the CAB concentration was low.

Parallel lines appeared on the fibre surface when the CAB

concentration was increased to 12 wt%. Such a secondary surface

structure became more evident when CAB concentration was

larger than 15 wt%.

WhenCABconcentrationwasmaintained the same (e.g.15wt%)

while the volume ratio of the solvents acetone andDMAc varied in

the solution, the fibre morphology and surface feature changed

(see ESI†). Decreasing the acetone content led to decreased fibre

average diameter and blurred surface line texture. When the

acetone/DMAc ratio was 9/1 (v/v), the surface lines with explicit

gaps were generated on the as-spun fibres, and the line width was

below 100 nm. The line width increased to about 200 nm when

the acetone/DMAc ratio was 2/1 (v/v). Further decreasing the

acetone content (e.g. acetone/DMAc ratio, 1 : 2 v/v) led to the

disappearance of the surface line feature. Here it should be noted
Fig. 1 CAB fibres electrospun from (A) 5 wt%, (B) 12 wt%, (C) 15 wt%,

and (D) 30 wt% (grams in 100 ml solvent) CAB solutions (solvent,

acetone/DMAc ¼ 2/1, v/v). Scale bar (main picture) ¼ 2 mm, scale bar

(inset) ¼ 200 nm.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
that 15 wt%CAB solution using pure acetone or DMAc as solvent

cannot be electrospun into fibres.

Fig. 2 illustrates the effect of electrospinning distance on the

fibre surface morphology. When the electrical field was kept at

1 kV cm�1, changing the electrospinning distance led to variation

in the fibre surface morphology (Fig. 2A–C). At a short spinning

distance (14 cm), the resulting fibres had an inter-bonded struc-

ture. The fibre surface looked smooth and there were almost no

parallel lines recognised (Fig. 2A). The parallel line surface

texture became obvious when the spinning distance was between

17 cm and 20 cm (Fig. 2B and C). The formation of bonded fibres

at a low electrospinning distance was attributed to the insuffi-

cient evaporation of solvent from the fibres.

For comparison, the CAB solution was fed off the nozzle at

the same flow rate without applying the high voltage. Once the

solution was pressed out and exposed to air, elliptical pores were

induced to form, which can be observed on the dried solution

under SEM (Fig. 2D). When the solution at the nozzle tip was

stretched manually into a thick filament, ripples were formed on
Fig. 2 A) Schematic diagram of the electrospinning process. (B–D)

SEM and schematic images of CAB fibres produced from different

electrospinning distances (electrical field intensity, 1 kV cm�1), (B) 14 cm,

(C) 17 cm, and (D) 20 cm. The schematic images are drawn based on the

corresponding SEM images to illustrate the fibre morphologies. (E) SEM

and schematic images of the CAB solution solidified on the nozzle tip. (F)

SEM and schematic images of CAB fibre prepared by stretching the CAB

solution manually from the nozzle tip. (G) Proposed formation mecha-

nism of the parallel line fibre surface structure. Scale bars in the SEM

images ¼ 500 nm.

Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 10812–10817 | 10813
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the filament surface (Fig. 2E). The formation of the ripple-like

surface structure could come from the pores formed on the liquid

surface due to the solvent evaporation from the CAB solution

and subsequent elongation.

To explore the formation mechanism of the unusual parallel

line surface morphology on the electrospun CAB fibres, the

solvent evaporation from the CAB solution was examined. It was

found that a rough surface was developed rapidly on the solution

surface when the CAB solution was exposed to air. The forma-

tion of the rough surface on the polymer solution surface has

been widely studied and explained as the rapid evaporation of

a high volatile solvent from the polymer fluid.13 For the CAB

solution in acetone/DMAc, the evaporation of the acetone and

subsequent transformation of acetone-rich region into voids

could be the main reason leading to the porous surface.

The formation of the rough surface can be traced by the

confocal microscope. Fig. 3A–C shows the confocal microscopic

images of a small volume of 15 wt% CAB solution on a glass

slide. In the natural convection condition, the liquid film was

initially transparent having a smooth surface (Fig. 3A). In 30

seconds, the liquid film became opaque, and small voids

accompanied with several large pores (diameter around 10 mm)

were formed on the solution surface (Fig. 3B). Leaving the liquid

film further in the ambient environment for 30 seconds led to

a highly porous surface (Fig. 3C).
Fig. 3 (A–C) Confocal microscopic images of 15 wt%CAB solution: (A)

just dropping on the glass slide, (B) after 30 seconds under the natural

convection condition, and (C) after 60 seconds under the natural

convection condition. (D and E) Transmittance–time curves of CAB

solutions under (D) natural convection condition at room temperature

and (E) in air flow (speed, 1.5 m s�1, room temperature), (F and G)

transmittance–time curves of 15 wt% CAB solution with different

acetone/DMAc ratios under (F) natural convection condition at room

temperature and (G) in air flow (speed, 1.5 m s�1, room temperature).

Scale bar in A–C, 10 mm.

10814 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 10812–10817
Since the formation of the rough surface is accompanied with

the transparency decrease, the optical transmittance of the thin

solution film (initial thickness ¼ 90 mm) was recorded. Fig. 3D

shows the typical transmittance–time curves of CAB solutions

(solvent: acetone/DMAc, 2 : 1 v/v) under a natural convection

condition at room temperature. For 5 wt% CAB solution, the

transmittance changes evidently experienced three stages: slow

reduction, fast decrease and final stabilisation. The first stage was

associated with a rapid evaporation of solvent from the surface

zone and formation of wet pores. At the second stage, the solvent

evaporation was accelerated because the porous surface

increased the solvent evaporation area. The final stabilisation

was related to the formation of stable pores and a porous

structure. The first stage for 5 wt% CAB took about 60 seconds.

In comparison, 15 wt% CAB had a much shorter first stage,

around 20 seconds. For 30 wt% CAB solution, the three stages

became indistinct under the natural convection condition. This is

presumably because the thicker solution contains less volume of

solvent to evaporate, and higher polymer concentration gener-

ates a larger viscoelastic force to slow down the void formation.

The void formation was accelerated when the solvent evapo-

ration was performed under an enhanced convection condition.

Fig. 3E shows the transmittance–time curves of the CAB solution

films in an air flow (speed, 1.5 m s�1) environment at room

temperature. The transmittance changes showed the clearly

identified evaporation stages for all the solution films (initial

thickness ¼ 90 mm). In comparison with 15 wt% and 30 wt%

CAB solutions, 5 wt% CAB stayed longer in the first stage, but

shorter in the second stage. It was interesting to note that the

time period required for the 15 wt% CAB solution to reach the

final-stabilisation stage was similar to that for 5 wt% CAB

solution. Since the jet performs a high-speed whipping movement

(100–300 m s�1) during electrospinning,14 the solvent evaporation

from the jet/filament during electrospinning is much faster in this

enhanced convection condition, thus taking a much shorter time

to form voids.

The void formation was also affected by acetone/DMAc ratio.

For 15 wt% CAB solution, the influence of acetone/DMAc ratio

on the transmittance–time curve is shown in Fig. 3F and G.

Under both natural and enhanced convection conditions, higher

acetone content tended to take a shorter period for the solution

to reach the final stabilisation stage.

Based on the electrospinning results and the solvent evapora-

tion performance of the CAB solution, we proposed the forma-

tion mechanism of a parallel line surface structure on the

electrospun fibres. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 2G, voids

are initially formed on the jet surface at the early electrospinning

stage due to the strong convection and instantaneous evapora-

tion of acetone from the filament; with elongation of the fila-

ments, the voids are highly stretched to form oriented lines on the

filament surface. The complete evaporation of the solvent at the

final stage of electrospinning results in solid fibres with the line

surface texture fixed.

Under the same electrical field intensity, the jet is expected to

be stretched at the similar strain rate and velocity.15 A short

electrospinning distance (e.g. 14 cm) suggests insufficient

stretching and solvent evaporation. As a result of solvent residue

in the filaments and associated increase in the flexibility, the

elongated voids, i.e. the surface parallel lines, tended to be
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
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Fig. 4 Polarized FTIR spectra of (A) randomly oriented CAB nano-

fibres and (B) aligned CAB nanofibres (electrospinning distance, 20 cm).

Table 1 Vibrations and dichroic ratios of CAB fibres

y/cm�1 Vibrations (ref. 17)

Dichroic ratio (R)

Random Oriented

1745 nC]O (carboxylate) 0.98 0.95
1367 dsC–H 0.95 1.96
1230 nC–O (carboxylate) 0.99 1.15
1163 nasC–O–C (bridge) 0.92 2.44
1070 nC–O–C (pyranose ring) 0.91 3.49
920 nas (ring) 0.88 3.43
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smoothened due to the action of the surface tension. A longer

electrospinning distance provides the jet with longer stretching

and solvent evaporation time, facilitating the formation of the

surface line structure, which is in accordance with our experi-

mental finding.

It should be noted that CAB in DMAc often forms a highly

viscous solution. Providing acetone evaporates completely from

the 15 wt% CAB solution (acetone/DMAc, 2 : 1, v/v), if no

DMAc is co-evaporated with the acetone, the resulting solution

should contain 45 wt% CAB. We found that DMAc solution

having such a high concentration of CAB behaved like a gel,

having a high viscosity (52.4 kP). In practice, CAB should have

higher concentration because of the co-evaporation of DMAc

with acetone during the formation of the porous surface. The

high viscosity and low flexibility of the residual solution is

another reason for the formation of solid parallel lines on the

nanofibre surface. This can also be used to explain the experi-

mental result that the nanofibres electrospun from the CAB

solutions of concentration below 12 wt% show no parallel line

surface feature. Although a dilute CAB solution was easy to be

stretched because of its low viscosity, the relatively low viscosity

of the residual fluid after the evaporation of acetone enabled the

filaments to have a smooth surface.

It was also found that the molecular weight of CAB influenced

the formation of the parallel line surface (see ESI†). In the above

experiments, the CAB having a viscosity average molecular

weight (Mh) of 70 000 was used. When CAB of a lower molecular

weight (Mh z 30 000) was employed, in the same solvent system

(acetone/DMAc, 2 : 1 v/v) even at a high CAB concentration

(e.g. 30 wt%) for electrospinning, fibres with a smooth surface

were still produced because of the low viscosity (53.35 P) in the

residual solution.

To further examine the effect from solvents, DMAc and

acetone were replaced with DMF and methanol for electro-

spinning. CAB fibres electrospun from acetone/DMF had

a similar surface feature to those from acetone/DMAc (see ESI†),

indicating that DMAc and DMF played a similar role in the

electrospinning of CAB nanofibres. However, surface lines,

although still existing, became less apparent when acetone was

replaced with methanol.

In addition, a few other polymers that are soluble in acetone

and DMAc, such as cellulose acetate, polyvinylidene fluoride,

poly(methyl methacrylate) and polystyrene, were electrospun

using an acetone and DMAc (ratio, 2/1 v/v) solvent system. It

was interesting to reveal that all the as-spun fibres had a similar

parallel line surface feature (see ESI†), demonstrating the

universality of this method to electrospin polymer fibres with

ordered secondary surface structures.

Other polymers such as polystyrene (PS), polycaprolatone

(PCL), and poly(vinylidene fluoride-co-hexafluoropropene)

(PVDF-HFP) that are soluble in the mixtures of two solvents

having different boiling points were also tested. For PS (solvents:

DCM/DMF) and PVDF-HFP (solvents: THF/DMF), fibres

with parallel line surfaces were produced in the suitable condi-

tions (see ESI†). However, smooth PCL nanofibres without line

surface structures were always resulted although the solvents

(DCM/DMF and THF/DMF) used in the polymer solutions had

a large difference in the boiling points (see ESI†). This suggests

that polymer type could be another important factor affecting
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2011
the formation of surface parallel line, which warrants for

further study.

With the aid of a high speed rotating mandrel, aligned CAB

nanofibres with line surface structures were produced (see ESI†).

Slightly different to those that were collected using a stationary

collector, the parallel line surface texture appeared on the fibres

that were electrospun at a shorter distance (e.g. 14 cm). This is

probably because the high speed mandrel collector further

enhances the convection, which accelerates the solvent evapo-

ration from the jet/filaments.

Apart from the ordered surface feature, the molecular orien-

tation within nanofibres was also examined. Fig. 4 shows the

polarized FTIR spectra of randomly oriented and aligned CAB

fibre mats at angles 0, 30, 60 and 90�. For the randomly oriented

CAB nanofibre mat, the initial angle (0�) was set randomly, and

the spectra showed almost no dependence on the sample angle

(Fig. 4A). For the aligned CAB nanofibre mat, the initial angle

was set to make the fibre alignment in the same direction as that

of the polarized IR light source. The FTIR spectrum changed the

profile with sample angle, and the largest difference came from

the sample angles between 0 and 90� (Fig. 4B). This suggests the
orientation of CAB molecules within the nanofibres.

Table 1 lists the assignment of main vibration peaks and

dichroic ratio, R ¼ A║/A┴, where A║ and A┴ are the polarized

infrared absorption intensity of a particular vibration in the

parallel (q ¼ 0�) and perpendicular (q ¼ 90�) directions, respec-
tively. R ¼ 1 suggests the equal distribution of the vibration in

both parallel and perpendicular directions along the fibre length,

while R ¼ infinity indicates a perfect orientation along the fibre

length direction.16

As expected, all dichroic ratios (0.88–0.98) for the randomly

oriented nanofibre mat were close to 1. However, for the aligned

CAB nanofibre mat, the peaks at 1367, 1163, 1070 and 920 cm�1,

which corresponded to C–H bending, C–O–C asymmetric

stretching, C–O–C stretching and ring asymmetric stretching,
Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 10812–10817 | 10815
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had higher R values. This suggests that the pyranose rings in the

polymer main-chain orient along the fibre length direction. Such

a molecular orientation was largely dependent on the fibre

stretching degree during electrospinning. Molecular orientation

in nanofibres was enhanced when the applied voltage was

increased or longer spinning distance was used for electro-

spinning (ESI†). It was also interesting to note that the peaks at

1745 and 1230 cm�1, which were assigned to the C]O and C–O

stretching of carboxyl groups, had an R value close to 1. This

indicates that the carboxyl groups in the CAB fibres have no

direction preference, which presumably comes from the rotation

of the side-chains butyryl and acetyl groups of CAB molecules.

Both randomly oriented and aligned electrospun CAB nano-

fibre mats, either with parallel line or with smooth fibre surface,

were used as scaffolds to culture rat Schwann cells. Fig. 5 shows

the confocal microscope images of the cells on these nanofibre

mats after different culture periods. On the aligned CAB fibre

mats, the cell growth was found to experience three discernible

stages: initial adhesion, spreading and alignment/proliferation no

matter if the fibres had a parallel line structure surface (Fig. 5A

and C). After 8 hours of culture, the cells growing on fibres that

had the surface line structure showed elongated cell cytoskeleton

and nuclei (Fig. 5A), while the cells on the smooth fibres looked

less stretched. At day 4, the cells aligned with the elongated

cytoskeleton and nuclei along the fibre direction (Fig. 5A and C).

At day 7, the whole scaffold was filled with aligned cells
Fig. 5 Typical confocal microscopic images of Schwann cells grown on

(A) aligned CAB nanofibres having a parallel line surface texture, (B)

randomly oriented CAB nanofibres having a parallel line surface texture,

(C) aligned CAB nanofibres having a smooth surface, and (D) randomly

oriented CAB nanofibres having a smooth surface, in different culture

periods. Scale bar ¼ 25 mm.

10816 | Soft Matter, 2011, 7, 10812–10817
suggesting the prompt proliferation. In comparison with the cells

on the smooth nanofibres, the cells on the nanofibres having

a parallel line surface structure showed a slightly better align-

ment. The parallel line surface structure could facilitate the cell

extension at the early stage of cell culture.

More evident impact from the fibre surface line structure can

be found on the randomly oriented CAB nanofibre mats (Fig. 5B

and D). The cells on the nanofibres with a parallel line surface

were extended into bipolar shapes. Long protoplasmic filaments

had already formed on some cells after 8 hours of culture. At day

7, full grown protoplasmic filaments were clearly observed in the

micrograph of the sample, which was similar to those that grew

on the aligned CAB nanofibres except that the cells were less

oriented (Fig. 5B). The cells on the smooth nanofibres, however,

presented a multipolar morphology regardless of the culturing

period (Fig. 5D).

Obviously, both the fibre alignment and the secondary parallel

line structure assisted in the cell growth, especially the elongation

of Schwann cells. Schwann cells showed an early adherence on

the parallel lined scaffolds as the majority of the cells exhibited

a typical Schwann cell morphology with elongated cell bodies

and protoplasmic filaments within the first day of culture.

However, when the cell grew on the fibres with a smooth surface,

especially on randomly oriented smooth fibres, longer time was

required for the attachment and elongation of cells.

The parallel line morphology on the fibre surface not only

provided ordered topographical cues but also increased the

surface area. Using a simple model, we have estimated the

surface area of a nanofibre having parallel line surface structures

(see ESI†). For a given weight of fibres, the parallel lines can

increase the fibre surface area by 30%. The increased surface area

could enhance the cell adhesion, which is another benefit of the

secondary ordered fibre surface texture to cell culture.

The molecular orientation within the CAB nanofibres seemed

to have little influence on the cell growth because all fibre

samples, including the randomly oriented fibre mat having

smooth fibre surface, contained oriented CAB molecules within

the fibres (see ESI†).

In conclusion, CAB nanofibres having a novel parallel line

surface texture have been electrospun successfully. The forma-

tion of this special surface morphology was attributed to the

formation of voids on the jet/filament surface at the early elec-

trospinning stage and subsequent elongation and solidification of

the voids to form surface lines in the later electrospinning

process. The fast evaporation of a highly volatile solvent,

acetone, from the polymer solution plays a key role in the

formation of surface voids, while the high viscosity of the

residual solution after acetone evaporation ensures the surface

lines to be maintained. The parallel line surface topographic cues

provided by the nanofibres assist in the growth of Schwann cells,

which may open new ways to culture nerve cells for neural tissue

engineering and repairs.
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